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AGGRESSION DETECTOR

Verifact®

90% of physical aggression are preceded by verbal aggression

LOUROE ELECTRONICS
World Leader in Audio Monitoring Technology Since 1979
AGGRESSION DETECTOR

HOW IT WORKS

This aggression detector recognizes aggression in a person’s voice. Responders are pre-warned at an early stage, if someone is beginning to show signs of aggression. The system automatically and objectively detects rising human aggression or anger and warns staff immediately (by a visual alert or by triggering an alarm) so that physical aggression can be prevented.

The Aggression Detector integrates Louroe’s microphones, select IP cameras, and leading video management software.

FEATURES

- Sophisticated aggression detection
- Easy to rewind back to the sound that triggered the alarm
- Integrates with video management systems
- Simple to install and configure

DETECTION RANGE

- Up to 100 Ft = Quiet Environment
- 50 Ft = Normal Environment
- 25 Ft = Noisy Environment

COMPATIBILITY

Select IP Cameras
Server based compatibility coming soon

MICROPHONE

- Placement of mics closer to desired area
- Line Level or Mic Level
- Flexibility of installation:
  - Indoor/ outdoor
  - Various housings
  - Line level and mic level
- Pick up pattern:
  Omni-directional, bidirectional or directional

APPLICATIONS

Retail A-ML
Banking C-ML
Transportation E-ML
Law Enforcement DV-ML